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Steve Kuehster
text box
These plans need to show the necessary construction of Carriage Meadows  Drive including a Left Turn lane into the site as called out in the Traffic Study,  
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Either revise the K value to meet the "public standard" of 26 or process a deviation for the smaller value. 





Steve Kuehster
text box
Call out Storm Sewer as Private and Privately maintained and indicate the private drainage easement for it on these plans.  Also call out the name of the district that will own and maintain it.  
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text box
Please expand the size of these 10 details so they cover evenly these two plan sheets.  We would like to be able to have the printed out and read on an 11 X 17  paper. 
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Either revise the K value to meet the "public standard" of 26
or process a deviation for the smaller value.
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